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BAJAU: A SYMMETRICALAUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGE
MARKDONOHUE
Australian National University
Researchon causativeandapplicativeconstructionshas identifieda class of symmetrical languages,in which either of two argumentsmay patternlike the direct object of a
primarytransitiveverb. To date, symmetryof this sort has been identifiedonly in a small
geographicallycontiguousgroupof Bantulanguages.Bajau,an Austronesianlanguageof
Indonesiaand the Philippines,is shown to be symmetrical.Unlike the Bantulanguages
previously described, Bajau permitsa benefactiveappliedobject to be treatedlike an
ordinarydirect object. The restrictionon the extractionof benefactiveappliedobjects
must thereforenot be universal,contraryto the assumptionof previoustheories.*
1. SYMMETRICAL
LANGUAGES. SYMMETRICAL
LANGUAGES, in which two ar-

gumentsin a constructioncan both display the propertiesassignedto the single
object of a primarytransitive verb, are both very rare and very interesting.
They have been the focus of recent research into the behavior of causative
and applicative constructions (De Guzman 1987, Baker 1988a, 1988b, Alsina
& Mchombo 1990,Bresnan& Moshi 1990,Alsina 1993),yet so farall theoretical
work done on symmetricallanguageshas focussed on languagesfrom a small
region of eastern Africa, from the Bantu family.2This article presents data on
constructionsinvolvingtwo objects in Bajau,a languagespokenin myriadsmall
coastal nomadic communities located throughmost of Indonesia, substantial
parts of the Philippines,and Malaysiaas well.3 Althoughit is an Austronesian
language,it has not been successfully subgroupedwith any other Austronesian
languages (Pallesen 1985). The variety of Bajau spoken in the lesser Sunda
islands has been describedin overview by Verheijen(1986),and does not differ
substantiallyin basic morphosyntaxfrom the variety described here, which
represents the Bajau spoken in the village of Mola, off the island of Wanci in
the KepulauanTukangBesi, in SulawesiTenggaraprovince, and is representative of the Bajauspoken in other communitiesin that province.4More detailed
work on the verbalsystem of the languageas spokenin the southernPhilippines
is given in Walton 1986, and mentionis made of this variety of the languagein
Foley & Van Valin 1984. Bajau is a symmetricallanguage, a unique finding
outside Bantu. Furthermore,Bajaualso displaysa propertyin its double object
domain previously not described in detail for a symmetricallanguage,namely
* Thanks are due to Natasha Stacey and Didi Rouer, who put me up in Mola, and to Leslie
Saxon, for technicalsupport.
1 The same as
Baker's 'true double accusative' languages(1988a:174).
2
E.g. Kinyarwanda(Kimenyi 1980,Dryer 1983,Alsina 1993),LuHaya(Duranti1977),Kichaga
(Bresnan& Moshi 1990),Kimeru(Hodges 1977),Kitharaka(Harford1991),etc. See Bresnanand
Moshi (1990)for a partialsurvey of such languages.
3 Also called Sama, and more accuratelyspelled Bajaw.
4 Mola, like most Bajauvillages, is a village consistingof pile houses situatedover the shallow
waterjust off the shore of a nearby island, in this case Wanci. Many Bajaucommunitiesdo not
have even these landless settlements,and roam the seas in small sailingfleets.
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the abilityof a benefactiveappliedobject to heada relativeclause, a contentious
issue in the Bantu literature(see ??6 and 7).
2. BASICMORPHOSYNTAX.
The Bajau voice system is a small version of the

familiar Philippine 'focus' system; unlike the better-known Philippine languages, there are only two voice forms for each verb, here called actor voice
(AV), marked on the verb by substitutionof N for the initial consonant,5and
object voice, (unglossed in the examples following) which is unmarkedboth
morphologicallyand in terms of frequency in texts. Also unlike the betterknown Philippine-typelanguages, there is no case markingon nominals, and
only pronouns have differentforms dependingon their grammaticalfunction.
Basic transitiveverbs may select either of the two voice types; with intransitive verbs, there is no choice of focus types, and there is an obligatorysplit as
to which focus type is chosen: an agentive verb must use AV morphology(with
some apparentexceptions among motion verbs), and a nonagentiveverb must
use ov morphology. In addition to the choice of AVor ov, an ov verb may
optionally have passive prefixes, di- indicating a regularpassive, or ta-, an
accidental passive;6 passive prefixes may not occur in conjunctionwith AV
verbs.
An AV verb must use a free pronominalor nominalform in the clause (the
order of which is basically VOS,7 though a 'focussed' element may be fronted
to a preverbaltopic position) to indicate the agent, and an ov verb optionally
indexes the agent by the use of pronominalsuffixes (which are also used as
possessive suffixes on nouns), though a full nominalis always possible. The
agent of a verb in accidental passive voice may be expressed in an oblique
phrase, markedby the generaloblique ma, thoughthe nonagentiveintransitive
subject is not obliquely marked in such a construction(see 12 below). Since
nominals other than pronouns show no difference in case, word order alone
disambiguatesan AV sentence. The full set of pronominalsis given in Table 1.
Featuresof Bajaumorphosyntaxthatare distinctfromthe better-documented
Bantulanguagesand are worthyof note are the absence of any meansof indicating the object on the verb, the fact that the causative and passive morphemes
are prefixes, rather than suffixes, so that their relative orderingon the verb
with respect to the applicativesuffix is not immediatelyapparent,and the word
order.
5 Assimilatory rules apply to the N-, so that b and p are replaced by m (N-busay > musay
'paddle', N-pidda > midda 'extinguish'), t and some s are replaced by n (N-tubba' > nubba' 'stab',
N-susu > nusu 'suckle'), c and some s are replaced byfl (N-cuah >jiuah 'forge', N-soho >jzoho
'order'), k and h are replaced by g (N-kita > pita 'see', N-hapus > papus 'wipe'); pa- is prefixed
to r, I and some d (N-rijja > pari]ja 'spit', N-lelle > galelle 'tease', N-daka' > gadaka' 'catch'),
pa- with prenasalization is prefixed toj, g, and some d (N-dila' > pandila' 'lick', N-jagur > pafljagur
'punch', N-gaggar > papgaggar 'snarl'). Vowel initial roots simply add g (N-inta' > ginta' 'eat');
g is written with the digraph ng in the examples following.
6
The accidental passive ta- may also be used with nonagentive verbs.
7 Where the 'subject' is the focussed element, whether agentlike or patientlike. See Kroeger
1993 for the use of the term SUBJECT in Philippine languages.
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FREE FORM

1
2
3
1
1

a

SINGULAR
SINGULAR
SINGULAR
PLURALEXCL.
PLURALINCL.

aku
kaw
ia
kami
kita

SUFFIX

-ku
-nu
-na
-kami
-ta

2 PLURAL
ka'ang
-ka'ang
3 PLURAL
-na
(disi'iru)a
TABLE1. Pronominal forms in Bajau.
This is actually a demonstrative form, 'those over there', and not a true pronoun.

3. THE VOICESYSTEMAND UNDERIVEDCLAUSES. Before examining the prop-

erties of derivedsentences, basic intransitive,transitiveandditransitiveclauses
are presented. Examples of the use of the two focuses and the passives, with
transitive and intransitiveverbs, are given below. Examples 1-4 show that a
transitiveverb may occur in any of the actor voice, object voice, passive voice
or accidental passive voice.8 In contrast, 5-12 show that there is a split in
intransitiveverbs: agentive verbs may only appearin the actor voice, and nonagentive verbs may appearin the object voice or in accidentalpassive voice.
BASIC TRANSITIVE CLAUSES

(1)

ACTORVOICE

Ng-ita uggo' aku.
iSG

Av-see pig

'I saw the pig.'
(2)

OBJECTVOICE

Kita-ku uggo'.
see-iso pig

'I saw the pig.'
VOICE
(3) PASSIVE

Di-kita-ku uggo'.
PASS-see-lsG pig

'The pig was seen by me.'
(4)

ACCIDENTAL PASSIVE VOICE

Ta-kita

uggo' ma aku.

ACC.PASS-see pig

OBL ISG

'The pig happenedto be seen my me.'
BASIC INTRANSITIVE CLAUSES
NONAGENTIVE

(5) M-usay

aku ma dilao'.

AV-paddle ISG OBLsea

'I paddled in the sea.'
(6) *Busay-ku ma dilao'.
paddle-ISG OBL sea
(Good for: 'My paddle is in the sea.')
8 Passives are not compatible with actor voice, regardless of order: *Ngan-di-kita, *Di-ng-ita.
Pronominal suffixes may not be used with actor voice verbs: *Ng-ita-ku. Compare with 1-3.
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(7) *Di-busay-ku.
lsG
PASS-paddle-

aku.

(8) *Ta-busay

ISG
ACC.PASS-paddle
NONAGENTIVE

(9) *N-idor aku.
Av-sleep ISG

(10) Tidor-ku.
sleep-lsG

'I slept.'
(11) *Di-tidor-ku.
PASs-sleep-l SG

aku.

(12) Ta-tidor

ACC.pASS-sleepISG

'I fell asleep accidentally.'
One of the syntactic uses of this voice system is similarto the well-reported
restrictionon Philippinelanguages(e.g. Schachter 1976, 1977, Kroeger 1993)
that only the focussed nominal (in the western Austronesiansense) may head
a relative clause. This restriction is illustratedfor Bajau in 13-19. In 13, a
relativeclause with a verb in actorvoice can only be interpretedas beingheaded
by a subject; the ungrammaticalityof an object voice verb being used with a
relative clause headed by a subject is shown in 14. Examples 15 and 16 show
that for agentive verbs, the actor voice morphologymust be used, as in matrix
clauses. In 17, asu 'dog' is the object of the relative clause, and so the verb
must appearin object voice (i.e. with no actor voice morphology).Example 19
shows that a nonagentive verb is not inflected with actor voice morphology,
just as in main clauses.
RELATIVECLAUSEWITHAN ACTORVOICEVERBFORM

(13) Memu [Rcng-ita
cuscus

aku] m-anaya'.

AV-see lSG AV-climb

'The cuscus that saw me climbed (away).'
*'The cuscus that I saw climbed away.'
(14) *Memu [Rckitaaku] m-anaya'.
see 1SG AV-climb
cuscus
(15) Ng-ita memu [Rcm-anaya']aku.
AV-climb 1SG
AV-see cuscus
'I saw the cuscus that climbed (away).'
(16) *Ng-ita memu [Rcpanaya'-na] aku.
AV-see cuscus

climb-3sG

1SG

RELATIVECLAUSEWITHAN OBJECTVOICEVERBFORM

(17) Lallai asu [Rckita-ku].
left dog
see-SG
'The dog that I saw left.'
*'The dog that saw me left.'
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(18) Lallai asu [Rcng-ita].

left

dog
Av-see
'The dog that saw (something)left.'
*'The dog that (someone) saw left.'

(19) Ng-ita asu [Rccocco'] kaw?
2sG
fall
Av-see dog

'Did you see the dog that fell over?'
The passive voices may also be used with relative clauses, in which case
the head of the relative clause must be the passive subject, and can never be
interpretedas the agent.
RELATIVE CLAUSE WITH A PASSIVE VOICE VERB FORM

inta'-ku.
(20) Dayah [Rcdi-kirra'-na]
fish
PASS-chop-3sGeat-lsG
'I ate the fish that she chopped up.'
(21) *Ana' [Rcdi-kirra' dayah] ng-ita aku.
child
PASS-chopfish
Av-see ISG
'The child that chopped up the fish saw me.'
RELATIVE CLAUSE WITH AN ACCIDENTAL PASSIVE VOICE VERB FORM

ma disi'iru].
(22) Daka' asu meoh [Rcta-kita
ACC.PASS-see OBL they
catch dog cat

'The dogs caught the cat that they happenedto catch sight of.'
Another consequence of being the focussed argument is the ability to appear
preverbally; arguments frequently occur in a preverbal position, but only if
they are focussed.
(23) Kaw ng-ita aku.
2sG

AV-see

1SG

'You saw me.'
*'I saw you.'
(24) Ali jagur Harun.
Ali hit Harun
'Harun hit Ali.'
*'Ali hit Harun.'
asu.
(25) Meoh di-daka
cat
PASS-catchdog
'The cat was caught by some dogs.'
*'The dog was caught by some cats.'
(26) Ana'-na iru ta-pangandea ma aku.
child-3sG that ACC.PASS-lie.to OBL 1SG
'That child happened to be lied to by me.'
(27) *Ma aku ta-pangandea ana'-na iru.
OBL 1SG ACC.PASS-lie.to child-3sG that
Having established that relativization and fronting show restrictions that are
morphologically marked on the verb, I use these properties to diagnose the
subject and object in clauses involving more than one object. In clauses with
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underivedditransitiveverbs such as bunang 'give', both the recipientand the
theme display behaviordiagnosticof objecthood. Comparethe possibilitiesfor
frontingwith actor voice and object voice on the verb, in 28-31. While only
the actor ana' iru 'that child' may appearpreverballyin the actor voice forms
in 28 and 29, either aku 'me' or badi' 'machete' may be preverbalin the object
voice forms in 30 and 31. Notice that the orderfor the two object nominalsin
the actorvoice forms is not fixed; pragmaticconsiderationswill alwaysdifferentiate the two, so the order is free.
aku.
(28) Ana' iru m-unangbadi'
child that Av-give machete ISG
'That child gave me a machete.'
(29) Ana' iru m-unangaku badi.
child that Av-give ISG machete

'That child gave me a machete.'
Aku
(30)
bunangana' iru badi'.
child that machete
1SG give
'That child gave me a machete.'
(31) Badi' bunangana' iru aku.
child that 1SG
machete give
'That child gave me a machete.'
Either the theme or the recipientmay be subjectin a passive clause, or head
a relative clause.
(32) Di-bunangbadi'

aku.

PASS-give machete 1SG

'I was given a machete.'
(33) Di-bunan-na aku badi'.
PASS-give-3SG1SGmachete

'A machete was given to me by him.'9
(34) Geger ana' [Rcbunang-kudayah].
give-ISG fish
noisy child
'The childrenthat I gave some fish to are noisy.'
(35) Tarangbadi' [Rcbunan-naaku].
sharp machete give-3sG 1SG

'The machete that was given to me is sharp.'
Sentences 30-35 make it clear that the two objects of the ditransitiveverb
bunang 'give' behave in the same manner;they provide evidence that Bajau
can be called a symmetrical language (after Bresnan & Moshi 1990), or in
Baker's (1988a)terms, a TRUE DOUBLE ACCUSATIVE LANGUAGE. Withthese preliminariesestablished,we can now examinemultipleobjects in derivedconstructions.
9 Without the na, aku would be interpreted as the agent. It is, however, in the wrong case of
this clause, and so the sentence would be judged ungrammatical.
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The causative prefix is pa- and it may appearon eithertran4. CAUSATIVES.
sitive or intransitiveverb stems. When it appearson an intransitiveverb, the
causee is treated as the object of the derived transitiveverb, and the causer is
the actor. When added to an alreadytransitiveverb, a ditransitivepredicateis
derived with two syntacticallyidentical objects, as 36-39, illustratingfronting
and relativization,show.
(36) M-a-kang ana' dayah uma'.
Av-cAus-eat child fish

mother

'Mother made the child eat the fish.'
(37) Ana' pa-kang uma' dayah.
childcAus-eat mother fish
'Mother made the child eat the fish.'
(38) Ana' [Rcpa-kang uma' dayah] ma ngga?
child

cAus-eat mother fish

OBL where

'Where's the child that mothermade eat the fish?'
(39) Itu dayah [Rcma pa-kang uma' ana'].
that fish
OBLCAUS-eat
mother child
'That's the fish that mother made the child eat.'10
It is interestingto note that word orderdoes not differentiatean object voice
sentence in which both the causee and the causand are postverbal.
(40) Pa-kang-ku kareo ana'.
cAus-eat-lsG shark child
'I fed the child some shark('s fin).'
'I fed the child to the shark.'
Sentences 36-40 establish that both the causee and the causand are treated

as objects of the verb; either may be fronted, either may head an object voice
relative clause. When both appearpostverbally,word orderis not a constraint
on interpretationof causee or causand, given appropriatepragmaticsituations.
5. APPLICATIVES.
The applicative suffix is -an, invariantfor the thematic
role of the appliedobject, which may be beneficiary,instrumental,or locative.
Althoughlocatives may be expressed in obliquephrasesby the obliquemarker
ma, there is no prepositionalway for a beneficiary or instrumentto be expressed.11Although serial verb constructions(with pugay 'do for someone's
benefit' and pake 'use', respectively) may be used, some speakers consider
these to be less than properBajau. Only applicativesbased on transitivepredicates will be presented here, though benefactive, instrumentaland locative
applicativesbased on intransitivepredicatesare all allowed. A basic nonapplicative sentence and its applicativecounterpartcan be seen in 41-42.
10The oblique prepositionma is used as a relativizerin some relativeclauses, generallywhen
the relativeclause is lengthyenoughto make parsinga problem.Example39 is grammaticalwith
the readinggiven withoutthe ma, but less natural.
n Borrowingsfrom Indonesianare used by some (acculturated)speakersas prepositions/case
markers:(<Malay untu')'for', for beneficiaries,andaleh (<Malay oleh)
'by' in passive sentences,
in place of the generaloblique ma. These forms are stronglyrejectedby more traditionalBajau.
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(41) Nga-daka' manu' iru aku pugay uwa'-ku.
Av-catch chicken that ISGdo.for father-lSG
'I caught that chicken for my father.'
(42) Nga-daka-anuwa'-ku manu' iru aku.
Av-catch

father-lsG chicken that ISG

'I caught that chicken for my father.'
Sentences 43 and 44 show that either the appliedobject or the base object may
be fronted, and 45 and 46 show that either the appliedobject or the base object
may head an object voice relative clause.
(43) Pa'Harun ukir-ang-ku surat.
Mr. Harun write-APPL-sGletter

'I wrote a letter for Mr. Harun's benefit.'
(44) Surat ukir-ang-ku Pa'Harun.
letter write-APPL-1sGMr. Harun

'I wrote a letter for Mr. Harun's benefit.'
(45) Ningkolo ma kaderaana' [Rcma pa-date-an-nu dayah].
sit
OBL chair child
OBL Cooked-APPL-2SG
fish
'The child that you cooked some fish for is sitting in the chair.'
(46) Labu [Rcma pa-date-an-nu ana'] ma ngga?
pumpkin OBL cooked-APPL-2sGchild OBL where

'Where's the pumpkinthat you cooked for the child?'
The same symmetryis found with the two objects of instrumentalapplicative
constructions;eitherobject may be frontedandeitherobjectmay heada relative
clause:
(47) Pisaw na kirra'-tan-ta
dayah ma di-pissi-ta.
knife IRR chop-APPL-1PL.IN fish OBL PASS-hook-1PL.IN
'We'll use knives to chop up the fish that we caught.'
(48) Pai
pissi-an-na
iru.
pissi-na
stingray hook-APPL-3sGfishhook-3sG that

'He caught the stingraywith that fish hook.'
(49) Ai na pa-taram pisaw [Rcma kirra'-tan-ta]?
who IRR CAus-sharp knife
OBL chop-APPL-lPL.IN
'Who's going to sharpenthe knives that we used to cut with?'
(50) 'Inta-naana' labu
[Rckirra'-tan-nu pisaw-ku].
eat-3sG child pumpkin

chop-APPL-2sGknife-lsG

'The child ate the pumpkinthat you cut up with my knife.'
Locative applicativesdisplaysymmetricalbehaviorwith respectto passivization, but differin other ways fromthe instrumentalandbenefactiveapplicatives
discussed above. If the base object is extractedor fronted,the originalpreposition ma 'oblique' must appearon the locative appliedobject.12 Similarly,when
12This is not to say thatall locatives markedby ma are objects. We can differentiatethe

locative
argumentin an applicativeconstructionfrom an oblique one with no applicative:54 shows that
the locative appliedobject may be fronted, a propertyof focussed subjects and objects, but not
of oblique arguments.
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the verb is in actor voice, the locative appliedobject may not appearwithoutits
preposition. Sentence 51 shows a nonapplicativeconstructionwith the oblique
prepositionma; and 52 is the applicativeequivalent.
(51) Tagu-kugarangma pario'.
OBL pot
put-lsG salt
'I put salt in the pot.'

(52) Tagu-ang-kupario' garang.
put-APPL-1SG pot

salt

'I put salt in the pot.'
The examples below show the resumptionof the oblique prepositionwhen
the verb is in actor voice (53), when the base object is preverbal(55), or when
the base object heads a relative clause (57). The appliedobject with objectlike
behavior such as frontingand headingrelative clauses is shown in 54 and 56.
(53) N-agu-ang garang*(ma)pario' aku.
AV-pUt-APPLSalt

OBL pot

1SG

'I put salt in the pot.'
(54) Pario' tagu-ang-ku garang.
put-APPL-1SGsalt
pot
'I put salt in the pot.'
(55) Garang tagu-ang-ku *(ma) pario'.
salt

put-APPL-lSG OBL pot

'I put salt in the pot.'
(56) Pario' [Rctagu-ang-ku garang] masing.
pot
put-APPL-lsG salt
salty
'The pot that I put salt in is salty.'
(57) Garang [Rctagu-ang-ku *(ma) pario'] masing.
salt
put-APPL-lsG OBL pot
salty
'The salt that I put in the pot is salty.'
6. BENEFACTIVE
APPLIED
OBJECTS
ANDRELATIVE
CLAUSES.The fact that there
are no asymmetries when the applied object is a beneficiary is interesting, in

the lightof the Bantudatathathas been the subjectof previousworkon symmetrical properties. In these languagesbeneficiary applied objects may generally
not be extracted, even for otherwise symmetricallanguages such as Kichaga
(Bresnan & Moshi 1990). In Kichaga either object may be subject in a clause
with a passive verb, or be indexed on the verb by object prefixes, but only the
base object may be extracted, as seen in 58, illustrating the extractability of
the theme object when an applied object and applicative morphology is present,
and 59, in which the ungrammaticality of extraction of the applied object when
it is a beneficiary can be seen; 60 and 61 show that applied objects other than
beneficiaries may be extracted (instrumental and locative examples from Bresnan & Moshi 1990:159).
m-ka ki'-pusu.
(58) K-elya a-i-lyi-i-a
7-food l.s.REL-PR-eat-APPL-Fv
1-wife 7-rotten
'The food which he is eating for the wife is rotten.'
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k-elya nyi-ichu.
(59) *M-ka a-i-lyi-i-a
7-food coP-i .this
1-wife 1.s.REL-PR-eat-APPL-Fv
'The wife for whom he is eating the food is this one.'
ki-timakl-ohi.
(60) Ki-shu a-i-reng-i-a
7-knife l.s.REL-PR-carve-APPL-Fv 7-chair 7-sharp

'The knife with which he is carving the chair is sharp.'
k-ely&ch!i
ko-kye pfo.
a-i-lyi-i-a
(61) M-ri-nyi
7-food NEG.FOC17-his NEG
3-homestead-Loc l.s.REL-PR-carve-APPL-Fv

'The homestead at which he is eating his food is not his.'
The Bajau data (equivalent sentences are 45, 46, 49, and 56) shows that this
restriction on the extraction of benefactive applied objects is peculiar to the
restrictedgroup of Bantu languagesthat have been included in most work on
applicativeconstructions,and so need not be dealt with as a universallinguistic
principle.There is evidence that there are exceptions to the applicationof this
restrictioneven within this group. Duranti(1977:122)has an apparentexample
of a benefactive appliedobject headinga relative clause in the Bantu language
LuHaya.
omuntu.
(62) Omukazy' 6w6 kato y-a-it-il'
woman RELKato he-PAST.3-kill-APPL
person
'the woman that Kato has killed for the person'
'the woman for whom Kato has killed the person'
The fact that data such as this has been overlookedin most theoreticalaccounts
of symmetricalphenomenasuggests that even withinBantuthe restrictionmay
not be total.
The data from ditransitive, causative, and applicative con7. CONCLUSIONS.

structions shows that Bajau can be considered a completely symmetricallanguage;both objects in a double object constructionmay be fronted,relativized,
and may be the subject in passive constructions(thoughthis last point has not
been exhaustively illustratedhere). Furthermore,the thematic role of the applied object is irrelevantto the object-likebehaviorof the argument.The fact
that there has not been any detailedwork on symmetricallanguagesin families
other than Bantu has led to an artificialskewing of the theories developed to
account for the facts, throughthe assumptionthat the nonextractionof beneficiaries representsuniversalprinciples(Baker 1988b,Alsina & Mchombo 1990,
Bresnan& Moshi 1990,Alsina 1993).13Furtherwork on the behaviorof double
object constructions in other symmetricallanguages from different areas is
likely to provide additionalsurprisesfor theoretical work on these construc13 Baker (1988a: 293) states that 'it is unclear whether this constraint against extraction of datives
and benefactives is universal or not,' and cites Kinyarwanda, Chi-Mwi:ni, and Indonesian as potential counterexamples. 'I do predict that some differences between benefactive and instrumental
applicatives will appear in every language that has both, and that the difference will be in a consistent direction: the instrumental applicatives will always be the more double-object-like of the two,'
(Baker 1988b:383).
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tions,just as a detailed consideration of the double object construction in Bajau
has revealed that the restrictions that have been ascribed to beneficiary objects
do not hold when a data set including languages from differing genetic backgrounds is considered. Although rare, symmetrical behavior has been reported
for languages from diverse genetic and typological backgrounds, including
Yagua, an isolate from Peru (Payne & Payne 1989) and Martuthunira, from
Western Australia (Dench 1987), and more detailed studies of double object
constructions in these languages could well lead to further examples of languages without asymmetries when there is a beneficiary, or reveal other idiosyncratic patterns (such as the Bantu restriction on beneficiary extraction).
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